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ABSTRACT- Alumina–zirconia composites $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–20 vol. % yttria stabilized zirconia containing two types of yttria stabilized zirconia: 3mol% yttria doped ZrO$_2$ (3YSZ) and 8mol% yttria doped ZrO$_2$ (8YSZ) were consolidated very rapidly to full density by high frequency induction heat sintering (HFIHS). A comparison between 3YSZ and 8YSZ as a second phase toughening alumina has been made. Effects of sintering temperature on the mechanical properties have been studied. The consolidated samples were investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). The microhardness, strength and toughness of the composites are determined. The results showed that, 3YSZ is the most effective as a second phase toughening alumina than 8YSZ. $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$-3YSZ composites with higher mechanical properties and small grain size developed through this technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the bioinert ceramics used in surgical practice the most popular are those based on aluminum oxide (corundum) [1]. Disadvantages of all bioceramic materials are their low crack resistance compared to metals, practically complete absence of ductility, and difficulties of manipulation and adjustment during a surgical operation (particularly high strength ceramics) [1, 2]. A suitable method of improving the mechanical properties is based on the synthesis of composites made of alumina and other second phases [3, 4]. As toughening phase yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) was chosen because of its very good mechanical properties, good biocompatibility and chemical compatibility with the ceramic [5-10]. Pure zirconia is monoclinic at room temperature and changes to the denser tetragonal form at about 1,000°C, which involves a large volume change and creates cracks within its structures [11]. A smaller addition of stabilizer to the pure zirconia will bring its structure into a tetragonal phase at a temperature higher than 1,000°C, and a mixture of cubic phase and monoclinic (or tetragonal)-phase at a lower
temperature. This solid solution material is termed as partially yttria stabilized zirconia (PSZ). Usually such PSZ consists of larger than 3-4 mol% of Y₂O₃. PSZ is a transformation-toughened material. Addition of more than 8 mol% of Y₂O₃ (13.75 wt%) into the zirconia structure in a certain degree results in a solid solution, which is a cubic form and has no phase transformation during heating from room temperature up to 2,500 °C and cooling. This solid solution material is termed as fully yttria stabilized zirconia. On the other hand, the technique of high-frequency induction heat sintering (HFIHS) has been shown to be an effective sintering method which can successfully consolidate ceramics and metallic powders to near theoretical density [12 – 15]. The HFIHS process is a sintering method for the rapid sintering of nanostructured hard metals in a very short time of high-temperature exposure with pressure application. This process is a non-contact technique which provides localized heating through custom-designed coils. It allows the right amount of heat to be applied exactly where it is needed for an exact period of time, ensuring controlled and accurate performance that can be easily repeated.

The objective of this study was to compromise between 3YSZ and 8YSZ as a second phases toughening alumina matrix. The composite powders were first synthesized by wet-milling technique and then sintered at different temperatures by HFIHS. The microstructure and mechanical properties were investigated and discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1 Materials And Processing

Nanocrystalline alumina (α-Al₂O₃, purity 99.5%), 3 and 8 mol% yttria stabilized zirconia (3 and 8 YSZ, purity 99.9%) supplied by Nanostructured & Amorphous Metals, Inc., USA were used in this study. The initial powder mixture was composed of 80 vol% alumina and 20 vol% (3 or 8 mol %) yttria stabilized zirconia. All powders were mixed in a Universal Mill using polyethylene bottles and zirconia balls with a ball-to-powder weight ratio of 30:1 and a powder-to-alcohol weight ratio of about 2:1. Mixing was performed at a horizontal rotation velocity of 250 rpm for 24 h. The mixing conditions were the same for all powders. After mixing, the slurries were dried at 60 °C in a vacuum drying oven. The mixed powders were placed in a graphite die (outside diameter, 45 mm; inside diameter, 20 mm; height, 40 mm) and then introduced into the HFIHS machine. Details of this apparatus were introduced elsewhere [12, 13]. The system was first evacuated to a vacuum of 28 × 10⁻² torr and then a uniaxial pressure was applied. An induced current (about 50 kHz) was then activated and maintained until densification was observed, indicating the occurrence of the sintering and the concomitant shrinkage of the sample. The choice of induced current was based on preliminary experiments aimed at determining the highest heating rate (highest current) that results in sample temperatures below the melting point of the material used and homogeneous distribution of sintering temperature. At the end of the process, the current was turned off and the sample cooled to room temperature at a rate which was determined to be approximately 500°C/min (final stage). After sintering, the samples were cut into bars with a dimension of 4×3×18 mm for subsequent indentation and microscopy observations. The specimens were machined using a diamond grinder and polished with diamond paste to 1 µm. The relative density of the sintered sample was measured by the Archimedes principals. The
strength measurement was conducted with mechanical tester Shimadza AG-20KNG using a three-point bending method with a span length of 10 mm and a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min. Vickers hardness and toughness were measured by performing indentations at a load of 20 kg and holding time of 15 s. The determination of hardness and fracture toughness at ambient temperature followed the pattern ASTM C 1421-99. Fracture toughness is given by the values of $K_{IC}$. The factor $K_{IC}$ was determined using the direct crack measurement method. The fracture surfaces were coated with gold using Polaron SC 7640 Sputter Coater to avoid charging during the SEM observation. The microstructure observations of the coated fracture surfaces were investigated using a JSM – 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (Oxford, UK). Phase identification was performed on samples cut from the center of sintered bodies using X-ray diffractometry (XRD) on a Philips PW1050 X-ray diffractometer.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Effect Of Sintering Temperature On Density

Figure 1 (a) and (b) shows the density and relative density of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–20vol% 3YSZ and $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–20vol% 8YSZ as a function of sintering temperature under the same conditions (60 MPa applied pressure and 200 °C/min heating rate). The relative densities of the specimens increased with increase in sintering temperature. It can be noticed that, despite the short sintering time when the current was applied, the density was improved with increasing sintering temperature, reached to maximum at a temperature of 1400 °C. However, the density almost remains constant beyond 1400°C. The high sintering efficiency could be explained from two aspects. First, the high pressure applied could accelerate the densification process. Second, the powder is heated in a very short time and high-temperature exposure when the heat is transferred to the product via electromagnetic waves.
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**Fig. 1:** Effect of sintering temperatures on density and relative density (a) $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$+3YSZ, (b) $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$+8YSZ

Figure 2 shows a comparison between densities of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–20vol% 3YSZ and $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–20vol% 8YSZ as a function of sintering temperature, under the same sintering conditions. It is clear that, the density of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–20vol% 3YSZ is higher than that of
Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}–20vol\% 8YSZ. This due to the density of 3YSZ is higher than that of the 8YSZ.

**3.2 Effect Of Sintering Temperature On Mechanical Properties**

Figure 3 (a) to (d) shows XRD data of the as received 3YSZ powders, as received 8YSZ powders, Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} + 3YSZ after sintering and Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} + 8YSZ after sintering, respectively.
XRD results showed that, all peaks of the Al₂O₃ are consistent with the peaks of the α-Al₂O₃ phase. The initial 3YSZ is consisted of 70% vol monoclinic and 30% vol tetragonal phase, Figure 3 (a), while, the initial 8YSZ is consisted of cubic phase, Figure 3 (b). After sintering, Figure 3 (c), the compacted Al₂O₃ + 3YSZ powders consisted of α-Al₂O₃ as a major phase with the coexistence of monoclinic and tetragonal phase of ZrO₂+3mol%Y₂O₃ with the possibility of some transformation from tetragonal-to-monoclinic occurred during heating. No other phase was detected after sintering, which means no chemical reaction between α-Al₂O₃ and 3YSZ phase occurred during sintering. The compacted Al₂O₃ + 8YSZ powders consisted of α-Al₂O₃ as a major phase with the coexistence of cubic phase only of ZrO₂ + 8mol%Y₂O₃, Fig. 3 (d). No other phase was detected after sintering, which means no chemical reaction between α-Al₂O₃ and 8YSZ phase and also no transformation from cubic to another phase occurred during sintering.

Vickers impressions had been carried through the surfaces of each one of the samples. These were already sectioned from the center of the sintered specimens and then polished. After taking the diagonal length measurements, the values of the Vickers hardness (GPa) were calculated using the following equation [16]:

$$H_V = 0.0018544 \left( \frac{P}{d^2} \right)$$  (1)
Where: $H_V = \text{Vickers hardness (GPa)}$; $P = \text{applied load (N)}$; $d = \text{arithmetic mean of the two diagonal length (mm)}$. Each Vickers impression presented two pairs of radial cracks emerging from the corners. The equation used to determine the plane-strain fracture toughness ($K_{IC}$) values [16] is as follows:

$$K_{IC} = 0.016 \left( \frac{E}{H} \right)^{1/2} \frac{P}{C}$$

Where: $K_{IC} = \text{fracture toughness (MPa.m}^{1/2}\text{)}$; $P = \text{applied load (N)}$; $E = \text{Young’s modulus (GPa)}$; $H = \text{hardness (GPa)}$; and $C = \text{diagonal crack length (m)}$. Young’s modulus was obtained by rule of mixtures starting from 380 GPa for Alumina and 210 GPa for yttria stabilized zirconia [17-20].

The relationship between Vickers hardness and fracture toughness of the $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–3YSZ and $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–8YSZ composites sintered by HFIHS as a function of sintering temperature are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). As was expected, the Vickers hardness and toughness increased with increasing temperature. The higher hardness and fracture toughness were obtained when 3YSZ was used as a second toughening phase. The hardness and toughness of the $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–3YSZ sintered composites reached 18 GPa and 6.8 MPa.m$^{1/2}$ respectively, whereas the hardness and toughness of the $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–8YSZ sintered composites reached only 17 GPa and 5.7 MPa.m$^{1/2}$ respectively. Induced stress may be the explanation for the toughening in 3YSZ. The induced stress explanation depends upon the tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation, once the application temperature over pass the transformation temperature at about 1000$^\circ$C. The pure zirconia particles in 3YSZ can retain the high-temperature tetragonal phase. Stress energies from propagating cracks cause the transition from the metastable tetragonal to the stable monoclinic zirconia. The energy used by this transformation is sufficient to slow or stop propagation of the cracks. A typical indentation of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–3YSZ and $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–8YSZ sample is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4: Effect of sintering temperatures on (a) hardness (b) fracture toughness for $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$+3YSZ and $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$+8YSZ.
Figure 6 shows bending strength of the Al₂O₃–20vol% 3YSZ and Al₂O₃–20vol% 8YSZ composites sintered by HFIHS as a function of sintering temperature. The flexural strength increased with increasing temperature, reached to the maximum value at 1450 ºC, the bending strength did not vary with the sintering temperature. The strength of the Al₂O₃–3YSZ sintered composites reached 970 MPa, whereas the strength of the Al₂O₃–8YSZ reached only 895 MPa.

3.3 Microstructural Features
In general, sintered samples with higher relative densities exhibit greater mechanical properties. However, there is also an influence of microstructural uniformity on mechanical properties. Figure 7 shows SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of the Al₂O₃+YSZ samples sintered at 1400 ºC, Al₂O₃+3YSZ and Al₂O₃+8YSZ. In Fig. 7 (a) Al₂O₃+3YSZ, showed highly homogeneous microstructures without agglomerates. The grain size is relatively small compared to that in Fig. 7 (b). These provided better densification, less porosity in the sample and no abnormally grown alumina grains. The intragranular fracture mode was dominant during fracture, indicating the presence of stiff grain-boundaries. When using 8YSZ as a second phase toughening alumina, Fig. 7 (b), the grain size rapidly increased and abnormal grains appeared.
4. CONCLUSION

From the present investigation the following conclusions can be obtained:

1. Two second phase 20 vol. % – (ZrO$_2$+3 and 8%mol Y$_2$O$_3$) were mixed with high pure alumina and consolidated very rapidly to full density by HFIHS.

2. The mechanical and microstructure properties of the alumina compacts were significantly improved by using both of ZrO$_2$+3 and 8%mol Y$_2$O$_3$, however, the results showed that, 3YSZ is most effective as a second phase toughening Alumina then 8YSZ due to tetragonal-to-monoclinic phase transformation.

3. The hardness and toughness of the Al$_2$O$_3$–3YSZ sintered composites reached 18 GPa and 6.8 MPa.m$^{1/2}$ respectively, whereas the hardness and toughness of the Al$_2$O$_3$–8YSZ sintered composites reached only 17 GPa and 5.7 MPa.m$^{1/2}$ respectively.

4. The strength of the Al$_2$O$_3$–3YSZ sintered composites reached as high as 970 MPa, whereas the strength of the Al$_2$O$_3$–8YSZ reached only 895 MPa.
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